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A Model of an Atomic Force Microscope

Part A: AFM Model












Part B: Using the Model AFM
Safety Alert!  You will be using a laser pointer in this activity. Never let the laser light to strike anyone’s eyes or any part of their bodies.  This is the ONLY WARNING YOU WILL GET ABOUT THIS MOST IMPORTANT SAFETY ISSUE! 

1.  Aim the laser pointer in the general direction of the mirror on the meterstick.
2.  Turn on the laser pointer.
3. Adjust the position of the ringstand and the clamp holding the laser pointer so that the laser beam strikes the mirror.  You may need to put a piece of paper on top of the mirror to see where the laser beam strikes the mirror.
4.  Find a location on a wall where there is a point of light formed as the laser beam is reflected from the mirror on the meterstick assembly. 

5.  There will be a number of tasks for team members.  They include:
	a. Recording data: _______
	b. Stabilizing the meterstick assembly: _______
	c. Operating the laser pointer: ______
	d.  Measuring the movement of a point of light on a meterstick on a wall: _______


Part C: Calibrate the Model of an AFM
	The distance that the reflected beam of light moves when it reaches a ruler on the wall is a mathematical multiple of the distance that the lever arm moves. The mathematical relationship between the movement of the point of light on a wall and the movement of the lever arm can be determined by using an object with a known thickness. 

The sheet of paper calibration method
	A single sheet of paper from a ream of paper can be used as a calibrating object if you determine the thickness of that sheet of paper. You can measure the thickness of the entire ream of paper with a metric ruler and then calculate the thickness of one sheet of paper.

The Shim Calibration Method
	Scientists and engineers use shims to calibrate many different types of instruments.  A shin is a thin object with a known thickness.  Shims of a known thickness may be available at some hardware stores.

The Calibrating Procedure
1. The mirror end of the meterstick should be resting gently on the table surface and a point of light should be on a wall.
2. One person in the group should hold a ruler on the wall so that the reflected beam of laser light forms a point of light on the ruler.
3. The ruler can be moved up or down do that the point of light in on a millimeter line on the ruler.  That point on the ruler should be recorded.
4. A person in the group should slide the calibrating object under the mirror end of the ruler.
5. The changed location of the point of light on the ruler should be recorded.
	The calibrating object should be slowly moved away from underneath the mirror end of the meterstick and the position of the point of light on the ruler should be recorded.
6.  The calibrating object should be moved under the mirror end of the meterstick a second time and the position of the point of light on the ruler should be recorded.
	The process of collecting data should be repeated if necessary.
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Calibration Table
Thickness of Shim: ____________







Part D: Analyze the Calibration Trial
Question 1: What was the mean (average) distance that the point of light moved on the ruler when the calibrating object slid under the mirror end of the model of the AFM?
 

Question 2: What is the mathematical relationship between the thickness of the calibrating object and the movement of the point of light on the ruler on the wall?


Question 3: What are some possible sources of error during the AFM calibration process?


Question 4: Very precise measurement instruments obtain the same value for a measurement each time the instrument is used.  How could you improve the precision of your model of an AFM?

Part E: Measuring an Unknown Using Your Model AFM
 Once you know how far the light beam moves for a known thickness, you can use this information to find the thicknesses of unknown materials. 

                 Known thickness        =        X thickness
               mean distance point              mean distance
                   of light moves                point of light moves
            with known thickness               with unknown thickness


Determining an Unknown Thickness 1








Question 5: Use the butterfly (cross multiplication) to solve for X. 

X = _________   (Unknown thickness)


Determining an Unknown Thickness 2








Question 6: Use the butterfly (cross multiplication) to solve for X. 
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Part F: Improving your AFM Model’s Sensitivity (challenge 1)

	Nanoscale manufacturing involves measuring and mapping objects with dimensions much smaller than the thickness of a sheet of paper. To do so, they need to maximize the motion multiplying effect of an AFM.

Question 7: How can you change the mathematical relationship between the thickness of the calibrating object and the movement of the point of light on the ruler?


	Make some adjustments in the design of your model of an AFM and conduct a second trial with the calibrating object to determine how much you have changed the mathematical relationship between the movement of the model of the AFM and the movement of a point of light.


Part G: Map an Uneven Surface (challenge 2) 
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